Oil sands in glacial till as a driver of fast flow and instability in the former Laurentide Ice Sheet: Alberta, Canada
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Abstract

Reconstructions of the southwestern Laurentide Ice Sheet (LIS) from geomorphology have revealed complex cross-cutting ice streams, indicative of surging and flow switching. This flow pattern and behaviour is distinct from the rest of the ice sheet where ice streams flowed radially to the ice sheet margin. Many ice streams in the southwestern sector originate around the Alberta Oil Sands (AOS). Previous reports have detected oil sands material in surficial and glacial sediments south of the AOS, demonstrating potential glacial mobilisation of the oil sands. In this study we use geochemical fingerprinting to systematically investigate surficial sediments from the former Central Alberta Ice Stream (CAIS) flow track. We compare the geochemical signatures of 82 sediments from within and outside the CAIS limits with those of the
AOS (from mines and natural exposures), using gas chromatography-mass spectrometry oil-oil correlation techniques. Our results provide geochemical evidence of glacial erosion and long-distance mobilisation of AOS producing contamination signatures in sediments throughout the CAIS flow track. The strength of the AOS signature is particularly strong in sediments along the terminating margins, to the east of Calgary and in the Cooking Lake area to the southeast of Edmonton. These results inform theoretical models of enhanced slipperiness, inspired by Slippery Liquid Infused Porous Surfaces (SLIPS), whereby oil lubrication of the basal sediment influences the degree of sliding and basal deformation in the ice stream. We hypothesise that naturally occurring hydrocarbons at the basal interface exerted control on the location of the onset zone of the CAIS and surrounding ice streams in Alberta. The enhanced slipperiness caused by oil contamination may also explain ice streaming and surging in other ice sheets, such as the Barents Sea Ice Sheet, where hydrocarbons are known to have been driven to the sedimentary interface during glaciation.
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1. Introduction

The extent, retreat and also flow pattern of the Laurentide Ice Sheet (LIS) is well understood and it is one of the most widely reconstructed palaeo ice sheets (Stokes & Clark 2001; Winsborrow et al., 2004). These reconstructions from geomorphology and sedimentology, show complex and cross-cutting ice streaming in the southwestern Interior Plains of the Alberta and Saskatchewan with, at times, evidence of overprinting and ice streams running parallel to the ice sheet boundary (Fig. 1) (Margold et al., 2015a). The landform assemblages in the region are reflective of ice streams that underwent surging activity with comparable landform signatures such as crevasse-squeeze ridges, megaflutings, and thrust moraines found at surge type glaciers Eyjabakkajökull and Bruarjökull in Iceland (Evans & Rea 1999, Evans et al. 2008, Russell 2001, Schomacker et al. 2014), Kongsvegen in Svalbard (Bennett et al. 1996, Woodward et al. 2002), and Trapridge Glacier in Canada (Clarke et al. 1984). These landform assemblages are prevalent in the north and central regions of Alberta.

Fast flow and surging is particularly evident in the cross-cutting relationship between landforms in Alberta formed by the Central Alberta and High Plains Ice Streams (CAIS and HPIS) (Ó Cofaigh et al., 2010). These cross-cutting landforms indicate complex flow behaviour as the ice sheet began to retreat, and at approximately 16 Cal ka BP the CAIS and HPIS were replaced by another large ice stream, named IS2 by Ó Cofaigh et al. (2010), flowing from the same hypothesised onset zone of the CAIS but in a NW-SE direction, before it shut down at approximately 15.5 Cal ka BP (Ó Cofaigh et al., 2010; Atkinson et al., 2014; Margold et al., 2018). These reconstructions highlight the complexities and instability of ice streaming in the
southwest LIS. Up until now, flow in this region has not been considered in the context of nearby buried oil sands which occur north of the onset zone of the complex flow behaviour of the CAIS.

Oil sands are highly viscous petroleum products stored within loose or partially consolidated sandstones (Gibson and Peters, 2022). The oil sands are an unconventional heavy crude oil which is viscous at atmospheric temperature and pressure and is believed to behave as a non-Newtonian shear fluid, meaning viscosity decreases with increasing shear (Bazyleva et al., 2010). The wettability structure of the Alberta Oil Sands (AOS) is also believed to be water-wet, meaning that the sand grains are surrounded by a thin lens of water (nanometric in thickness) which separates the individual grains from the oil (Czarnecki et al., 2005; Neil & Si, 2018). This water-wet property and relatively high porosity makes oil easily extractable from the oil sands deposits using hot water to agitate the oil and separate it from the surrounding sediment (Mossop, 1980). There are three major oil sands deposits in Alberta; (i) the Athabasca, (ii) the Cold Lake, and (iii) the Peace River deposits (Fig. 1). These deposits lie to the north and east of the reconstructed onset zone of the CAIS and are located anywhere from 70-600m below the surface, although natural exposures of AOS deposits are present along the Athabasca and McKay Rivers. Sediment geochemistry work has also identified transported oil sands deposits in sediments both within and outside of these natural exposure and mining areas (Andriashek & Pawlowicz, 2002; Paragon Soils and Environmental Consulting, 2006; Fleming et al., 2012; Andriashek, 2018). The depth and sediment type in which these hydrocarbons were found meant they could not be linked to anthropogenic extraction, contamination, or even contemporary erosion and deposition, so therefore must have
been mobilised by historic sediment transport processes such as glacial erosion (Andriashek & Pawlowicz, 2002; Paragon Soils and Environmental Consulting, 2006).

Bituminous erratics (sandstone bearing oil sands material) and oil sands in till (free hydrocarbons incorporated in till) have also been discovered outside of the oil sands region, indicating even more widespread glacial transport. Rutherford (1928) first observed bituminous sandstone boulders in central Alberta, south of the source rock and hypothesised they had been glacially transported. More recent excavations by Tartan Energy Inc (2011 and 2012) also discovered bituminous erratics ~10 km north of Manawan Lake, to the south-west of the Athabasca Oil Sands. Andriashek (2018) compiled evidence of bituminous erratics, bitumen odour, and oily sheens in boreholes occurring as far south as Edmonton, as well as oil sands in water well lithologs north of Battle River, and as far south-west as Calgary. More recently, McDerery et al. (2023) hypothesised that glacial erosion and transport processes had eroded and mobilised oil sands deposits from the north of the province and deposited sediments outside of the areas typically associated with natural AOS exposures.

Previous work on the physics of sediment surfaces has shown that oils, such as those found in the AOS, alter the surface chemistry of individual particles - creating a hydrophobic (water repellent) sediment with very limited water infiltration (McDerery et al., 2021; Gordon et al., 2018). The presence of an oil in sediments can also create thin lubricant coatings on the particles that allow for enhanced water shedding, making the sediment ‘slippery’ (McDerery et al., 2021). For this to occur, several other conditions must be met in the sediment system; (i) the primary sediment must be fine-grained (clay-fine sand sized), (ii) the sediment chemistry must preferentially
wet one of the lubricants/liquids, and (iii) sufficient water delivery is required to sustain lubrication.

The impact of these properties can be observed in Alberta today, where the soil and sediment above transported AOS deposits in the subsoil profile becomes oversaturated due to the hydrophobic effects of the oil below limiting water infiltration. This has resulted in prolonged residence time in the upper soils leading to enhanced plant productivity (Paragon Soils and Environmental Consulting, 2006). Where the transported AOS deposits are near-surface and/or at root-depth, the hydrophobic effect can instead lead to poor plant productivity (Paragon Soils and Environmental Consulting, 2006). Persistent water repellence has been reported in Alberta soils after crude oil spills (Roy, McGill, & Rawluk, 1999; Roy & McGill, 2000). A potential mechanism for this long-lasting effect is the presence of SLIPS, which would be difficult to remediate using traditional methods (McCerery et al., 2021).

These contemporary observations of oil presence in the subsurface and a sediment grain size of fine-grained sand-clay suggests that the glacial sediment in Alberta meets the necessary conditions for SLIPS. It is therefore conceivable that these properties could drive an instability in the basal sediment by impeding infiltration and reducing basal drag where there is sufficient water delivery, which would enhance glacier sliding and deformation processes.

In this paper we present two hypotheses, (i) that naturally occurring oil sands hydrocarbon material was incorporated at the ice-bed interface of the CAIS and (ii) that this oil will have enhanced basal slipperiness. The consequence of these hypotheses is that fast flow leading to ice streaming was partly driven by the presence of oil sands material at the ice-bed interface. Our null hypothesis is that the presence
of oil sands hydrocarbons at the ice-bed interface will have had no effect on ice flow processes.

To investigate these hypotheses, we studied the complex flow patterns in Alberta in relation to the AOS and their impacts on the ice-bed interface with a focus on the location of the CAIS. We performed a systematic investigation of the geochemical signature of sediments in the CAIS flow track by applying an oil-oil correlation technique to surficial sediments from within and outside of the CAIS. This allowed us to map AOS presence vs. absence through the extent of the ice stream limits, demonstrating the locations at which oil was present at the ice-bed interface during the Laurentide glaciation. The pattern of AOS contaminated sediments was then used to inform theoretical models of ice flow behaviour, based on the impacts of oil at the glacier bed on fast flow.

2. Study Area

The CAIS is one ice stream that operated within the complex flow pattern of the southwest LIS and lies south of the AOS deposits. The CAIS is believed to have started operating at around 20.5 cal ka BP, after the LIS reached its maximum extent (Margold et al. 2018). The CAIS flow track is approximately 320km long and 160km wide at its lobate terminating margin. The flow track is composed of smooth streamlined terrain indicative of fast flowing ice in a north to south direction, over the flat prairies of central Alberta (Evans et al., 2014). Glacial landform mapping by Atkinson et al. (2014) identified clear landform associations across Alberta. In the north, crevasse-filled ridge sediments and eskers are superimposed on small to medium flutings, whereas in the south, large flutings and mega-scale lineations
dominate, before terminating at the Lethbridge moraine (Atkinson et al., 2014). Thin till is recorded along the centre of the ice stream, with only a thin film of sediment overlying bedrock or previously stratified sediments and limited depositional landforms, suggesting ice-bed decoupling and basal sliding dominated in this part of the ice stream (Evans, 2000; Stokes & Clark, 2003; Evans et al., 2008).

3. Methods

3.1. Sediment Sampling

Sediment samples were collected using a combination of systematic equal interval transects and sampling of sediment exposures. Transects were constructed using GoogleEarth software to identify sampling points every 10 km along road transects west to east, across the width of the CAIS (Fig. 2). Between 6 and 14 samples were collected across 7 transects, spanning the limits of the CAIS, totalling 66 samples. Samples were taken away from the roadside at shallow depths of 20-50 cm using a shovel and trowel. A further 16 samples were taken from sediment exposures which were identified along the transect using Google Earth imagery and a literature search of glacial landform sedimentology, resulting in a total of 82 sediment samples. When sampling from a sediment exposure, samples were collected approximately 5-10 cm deep into the exposure to limit the impact of oxygenation on the chemical composition of the sediment. 50g of sediment was collected at each site and stored in a sealed 50ml plastic sample tube. For each exposure, an individual sediment log was constructed where the macroscale properties were recorded for each section of the exposure. GPS coordinates, photographs and sketches were used to map the individual units following standard sedimentological codes (Table 1).
3.2. Petroleum Geochemistry

Sediments were freeze-dried for 24 hrs after which the samples were pulverised to a fine powder. Solvent soluble organic matter was extracted from aliquots (7g) of the sediment samples using a Dionex™ ASE™ 350 Accelerated Solvent Extractor (ASE) with 90:10, v/v DCM:methanol for 35 mins. The extract was separated into saturated and aromatic fractions using column chromatography, which were then analysed using GC-MS (as per McCerery et al., 2023) on an Agilent 7890B GC fitted with a split/splitless injector (at 280°C) linked to an Agilent 5977B mass selective detector (electron voltage: 70 eV; source temperature: 230°C; quadrupole temperature: 150°C, multiplier voltage: 1800 v; interface temperature: 310°C). The split opened 1 min after the solvent peak had passed and the GC temperature program and data acquisition commenced. Separation was performed on an Agilent fused silica capillary column (60 m, 0.25 mm i.d.) coated with 0.25 µm HP-1 phase. The GC was temperature programmed from 50°C to 310°C at 5°C/min and held at final temperature for 10 min with helium as the carrier gas (flow rate of 1 ml/min, initial inlet pressure of 50 kPa, split at 30 ml/min).

Diagnostic ratios and compound concentrations used to compare the geochemical signature of the sediments collected from the CAIS were calculated using peak areas quantified on Agilent ChemStation software (Supplementary Information 1 and Table 1S). Individual compound concentrations were semi-quantitatively measured using a relative response factor of one, with internal standards n-heptadecylic cyclohexane (HDCH) for the saturated compounds and 1,1′-Binaphthyl (1,1-BN) for the aromatic compounds. The key diagnostic ratios, used to distinguish AOS contamination in sediments, outlined in McCerery et al. (2023) were then used to determine
geochemical similarities in the sediment samples indicative of AOS contamination (Supplementary Information 2.1, 2.2, 2.3).

3.3. Data Analysis and Mapping

The concentrations of two key compounds associated with AOS presence: gammacerane and 28,30-bisnorhopane (BNH) (e.g., Brooks et al., 1988; Yang et al. 2011), were used to map oil contamination prevalence within and outside the CAIS ice stream limits. The concentrations of gammacerane and 28,30-BNH in each sample were added as vector data points to a GIS database and classified using a Geometric Interval classification method. As both key compounds are terpane biomarkers, a ranking classification was also performed for each sample, based on the key diagnostic ratio values from the sterane, terpane, and aromatic hydrocarbon series.

The 12 key indicators of AOS contamination, based on the findings outlined in McCerery et al. (2023), were: $C_{29} \ 14\alpha(H),17\alpha(H) \ 20S/20R \ steranes \ (St29S/R)$ and $C_{29} \ 14\beta(H),17\beta(H) \ 20R \ steranes/C_{29} \ 14\alpha(H),17\alpha(H) \ 20R \ steranes \ (St29I/R)$ from the sterane series, $C_{35} \ 17\alpha(H),21\beta(H)/C_{34} \ 17\alpha(H),21\beta(H) \ hopanes \ (35\alpha/34\alpha\beta)$, Gammacerane Index, $C_{24} \ Tetracyclic \ terpane/C_{30}\alpha\beta-hopane \ (C_{24} \ Tetra/C30\alpha\beta \ Hop)$, diahopane/normoretane (Dia/NorM), $C_{29}Ts/C_{29} \ 17\alpha(H),21\beta(H) \ hopane \ (29Ts/C_{29}\alpha\beta)$, and $C_{27}Ts/Tm \ hopanes \ (Ts/Tm)$ from the terpane class, and Methylphenanthrene Index-2 (MPI-2), Triaromatic steroid TAS $C_{27}/C_{28}$ (20R), (TAS $C_{26}/C_{28}$ (20S), and Monoaromatic steroid (MAS Dia/Reg $C_{27}$) from the aromatic class. The value ranges for each diagnostic ratio was determined by the range of values for the AOS in McCerery et al. (2023). Each sample was then ranked based on its diagnostic ratio...
value with a maximum score of 12 (Table 2), which would indicate a concentrated AOS sample with little to no alternative hydrocarbon sources.

Key compounds and diagnostic ratio values that are not present or associated with the AOS (but can often be found in gasoline, diesel, crude and lubricating oils or their incomplete combustion products) were also compiled to obtain an alternative hydrocarbon contamination map. These compounds were, DiaSt from the sterane series, absence of gammacerane in the terpane series, the presence of naphthalene, methylnaphthalene, and fluoranthene and the MP/P and Fla/Pyr ratios from the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) series, and the absence of aromatic steroids. Each sample was ranked based on its diagnostic ratio and the presence/absence of molecular compounds - with a maximum score of 8 (Table 3) indicating an alternative hydrocarbon source with little to no, AOS contamination.

The contamination scores were added to the GIS database where all data points were classified using an Equal Interval classification method to map the likelihood of oil contamination from the AOS and the distribution of other hydrocarbon contamination sources in surficial sediments from the CAIS flow track.

4. Results

4.1. Transect Sedimentology and Geomorphology

The surficial sediments across all 7 transects are classified as predominantly glaciolacustrine, glacial moraine, and fluvial in origin (Fig. 2). The landform associations of the southerly Transects 1-4 are shown in Fig. 3. The terminating margin of the CAIS is marked by a major meltwater channel which runs perpendicular
to ice flow. Transect 1 sampling was conducted north of this meltwater channel. In
this transect, the outer limits of the CAIS are dominated by moraines and crevasse
fills, whereas inside the ice stream limits drumlins and streamlined bedforms running
parallel to the ice stream flow are more abundant. A similar pattern is seen in
Transect 2, which is located south of the Badlands - a region of heavily eroded
bedrock, with few depositional landforms within the ice stream flow track. Exp 1 is
located north of Transect 2 and lies south of a major meltwater channel. The exposure
face is approximately 4m high and has been previously characterised as an
abandoned river terrace by Berg & McPherson (1972).

Transect 3 is located in the flat prairies and is also dominated by drumlins and
streamlined bedforms inside the ice stream limits. However, there is also a larger
number of minor meltwater channels that occur between sample points not seen in
the more southerly transects and a number of crevasse fill features to the west and
north of the Transect. Exp 2 is approximately 1.5m high and is cut into the side of a
reservoir which has been characterised as a major meltwater channel by Atkinson et
al. (2014). Exp 3 to the north of Transect 3 is located outside of the ice stream flow
track, the surrounding landscape is composed of kettle hole landforms with several
drumlinoids to the east and aeolian forms to the west. The exposure face is
approximately 2m high and lies in the centre of a moraine ridge that runs
perpendicular to the transect and direction of ice flow.

Transect 4 marks a change in the landform assemblages found within the ice stream
limit with crevasse fills dominating this part of the ice stream. This transect is also
located north of a major meltwater channel that runs perpendicular to ice flow across
the full width of the ice stream. Exp 4-6 were also sampled along this transect close
to meltwater channels.

Field photographs and interpretations of Exp 4 are shown in Fig. 4. A Sample was
taken from the top-most unit, which is an approximately 2m thick, well consolidated,
yellow/brown, sandy diamict. It contains small clasts (-4 to -5 $\phi$) which range from
subrounded to very angular. This unit is also iron rich. Below this is a bedrock outcrop
exposed by reworking and slumping of the upper diamict post-deglaciation. A second
sample was taken from sediment beneath the bedrock outcrop composed of reworked
slumped material from the upper diamict.

Exp 5 is a bedrock outcrop approximately 4.5m high with a thin surficial sediment
layer, located in a minor meltwater channel running parallel to the transect. The
sample was taken from the top of the exposure where the sediment layer was
thickest. Exp 6 also located in Transect 4 and is a probable crevasse fill based on the
narrow morphology and sharp crest, and the surrounding landscape geomorphology.
The exposure face is approximately 1.5m high, south of a minor meltwater channel
that runs perpendicular to the transect. To the west of the sampling location, the
landscape is composed of Kettle Hole landforms.

The landform associations of the northerly Transects 5-7 are shown in Fig. 5. The
surrounding landscape of Transects 5 and 6 is characterised by crevasse fill ridges
similar to Transect 4, and moraine ridges can also be found close to the ice stream
margins. A number of minor meltwater channels parallel to ice stream flow are
present outside of the CAIS limits where samples 5.1-5.3 were taken. Exp 7 is located
to the west of the transect in the Cooking Lake area of Beaver County (Fig. 6). This
region is characterised by thick till deposits and Grand Rapids Formation sandstone erratics (Andriashek 2018; Evans et al., 2008). The exposure is approximately 1.5m high and stands between several moraine ridges that run perpendicular to the transect. The lower section is approximately 0.5m high composed of finely laminated, light yellow, poorly consolidated, massive, matrix supported diamict containing small (-4 to -5$\phi$) subrounded to subangular clasts. The lower section has a gradational contact to a 1.5m high massive, unstructured, dark yellow diamict containing larger (-6 to -7) subrounded clasts.

Transect 6 shows more complex landform assemblages than Transect 5 with a mix of crevasse fill ridges, overridden moraines, and minor meltwater channels running perpendicular to flow in the ice stream flow track. A shift to more streamlined landforms and less depositional features is then observed further north into Transect 7. This transect is the closest transect to the AOS deposits to the north and east. Drumlinoid and streamlined landforms running parallel to ice flow dominate the landscape inside the ice stream limits. Exp 8 and 9 were also taken along Transect 7 outside of the CAIS limits. Both exposures are located in an area of high elevation woodland north of a minor meltwater channel. Exp 8 is approximately 2m high and entirely composed of poorly consolidated, matrix supported, massive diamict. Exp 9 is also 2m high and entirely composed of poorly consolidated, massive, gravel.

### 4.2. Visual Evidence of Alberta Oil Sands Material

Visual evidence of AOS material (AOSM) was found in sampling pits 4.7, 5.9, 6.6 and in Exp 4 (Fig. 7). Visible oil does not appear to be linked to a specific surficial geology type or landform feature, nor were the samples located close to one another.
Although bituminous exposures have previously been identified north of these transects along the banks of the Athabasca River (e.g., Conly, 2001; Headley et al., 2001; Akre et al., 2004), no visible bitumen deposits were identified in any of the sampling pits in Transect 7. All other sampling pits across all transects also showed no discernible evidence of concentrated hardened bitumen deposits.

In the sampling pits, the AOSM appears as darkened banding within the sediment, whereas in Exp 4 (Fig. 4 and 7), which was the only landform exposure sample to contain evidence of AOSM, the deposits were hardened and crumbled away from the surrounding sediment in concentrated patches. The AOSM in Exp 4 was also visible from the surface as small black speckles (Fig. 7a), which were then revealed to be more concentrated deposits upon removal of the most surficial layer (Fig. 7b).

### 4.3. Spatial Analysis of Alberta Oil Sands Indicators

The characterisation of the geochemical signatures of the sediment samples was based on identification of thermally mature biomarker signatures from the GC-MS chromatograms. Mature biomarkers are indicative of a petroleum or pyrogenic hydrocarbon source, such as the AOS, and are not typically associated with contemporary sediments and more recent biological material. Samples were then analysed using biomarker and non-biomarker diagnostic ratios and compared to the AOS values measured by McDerery et al. (2023) to identify glacially mobilised deposits (Fig. 1S, 2S, 3S).

First, the concentration of two key compounds - gammacerane and 28,30-BNH, were mapped (Fig. 8a-b). Both compounds are ubiquitous in AOS deposits (Brooks et al., 1988; Andriashek & Pawlowicz, 2002; Bennett et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2011).
Second, each sample was then assigned an AOS contamination score, based on a
diagnostic ratio factor analysis (Fig. 8c). Samples 4.4 and 6.3 contained the highest
contamination scores, each recording values of 7 out of a possible 12. Samples 4.7
and 6.6, which contained visual evidence of AOSM, were assigned a score of 5.
Whereas samples Exp 4(1) and 5.9 (which also contained visual evidence of deposits)
were assigned scores of 3 and 2 respectively, highlighting the large influence of
alternative contamination on the geochemical signature of the samples. It was
therefore deemed that 28% of samples with scores 5-7 have a high likelihood of AOS
contamination, 47% of sample with scores of 3-4 have a moderate likelihood, and
25% of sample with scores of 1-2 have a low likelihood of AOS contamination.

Third, to account for mixed hydrocarbon signatures, alternative petrogenic and
pyrogenic hydrocarbon sources were also mapped (see Fig. 8c and d). An alternative
hydrocarbon score was calculated for each sample based on the occurrence of key
compounds and diagnostic ratios found in other sources of hydrocarbons e.g.,
gasoline, diesel, lubricating oil, crude oil and the incomplete combustion products of
these and other organic matter - which are not found in the AOS (Fig. 8d). The
highest alternative contamination scores were in samples 3.2, Exp 6, 4.6, 4.9, 7.6,
and 7.8, which each scored 6 out of a possible 8.

Based on these results, the samples can be broadly grouped into the following four
categories:

1. Sediments that have been contaminated with AOS and show little indication of an
   alternative hydrocarbon source.
2. Sediments that have been contaminated with AOS but also show substantial alternative hydrocarbon contamination.

3. Sediments that have a low likelihood of AOS contamination and show substantial alternative hydrocarbon contamination.

4. Sediments that have a low likelihood of AOS contamination and show little indication of an alternative hydrocarbon source.

The samples which have high concentrations of gammacerane and 28,30-BNH, high AOS contamination scores, and returned low values for the alternative hydrocarbon contamination scores were 1.2, 1.14, 2.5, 5.1, 6.6, Exp 7(2), and Exp 7(3). These samples are found in the south and east of Edmonton in the CAIS flow track. Their geochemical signature can be attributed to the AOS due to the presence of key indicator compounds, high similarities in diagnostic ratios, and low indication of alternative hydrocarbon mixing. Of these samples, only sample 6.6 had clear visual evidence of AOSM in the field.

Most of our samples returned a mixed hydrocarbon signature and fall within the second category of having potential AOS and another petrogenic/pyrogenic hydrocarbon contamination (including samples that had visual evidence of AOSM, 4.7, Exp 4(1), and 5.9). These samples are found throughout the full extent of the CAIS flow track. The highest AOS contamination scores (5-7) were calculated in samples 1.6, 1.7, 2.1, 2.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.7, 5.7, 5.10, 6.2, and 6.3, indicating long distance transport of the oil sands deposits.

The other samples that have a mixed signal show a more complex geochemical signature, likely due to higher concentrations of immature contemporary inputs such
as terrestrial plant matter, and a mixture of other petrogenic and pyrogenic hydrocarbon sources. Where the AOS contamination scores are moderate or low and the alternative hydrocarbon sources are \( \leq 3 \), the signature cannot be confidently attributed to the AOS, but they do share some of the key indicators. This does not completely exclude the AOS as a contamination source in these samples. For example, visual evidence of AOSM was found in the sampling pits of samples 5.9 and Exp 4(1) (despite having a contamination score of 2 and 3 respectively), which could be due to the geochemical influence of surrounding sediments and contaminants affecting the diagnostic ratios. The source of the alternative contamination in most samples is a combination of petrogenic and pyrogenic sources of PAHs, evidenced by the presence of PAHs fluoranthene and phenanthrene which are not associated with the AOS. This suggests that their organic geochemical signature is a mixture of AOS and an alternative contamination source.

The alternative contamination scores also allowed for the identification of samples that have been contaminated with hydrocarbons unrelated to the AOS. Samples 1.4, 3.6, 3.8, 4.6, Exp 6, 5.4 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.8, Exp 9 scored as absent or unlikely (0-2) in the AOS contamination score but highly on the alternative contamination source score (4-6), indicating an alternative hydrocarbon source as the dominant, or only source of hydrocarbons in those samples. The majority of these samples are concentrated in the northernmost transect, Transect 7 which is located closest to the ice stream onset zone and AOS deposits. Whereas samples 1.3, 1.13, Exp 3(3), Exp 7(4), 6.4, 6.5, and 7.7 scored as absent or unlikely (0-2) in the AOS contamination score, and low on the alternative contamination source score (1-2). This indicates minimal mature hydrocarbon contamination.
5. Discussion

The geochemical signature of AOS found within the CAIS flow track, south of the known AOS limits proves our first hypothesis that oil sands material was incorporated at the ice-bed interface during the Laurentide Glaciation. The heterogeneous pattern of deposits reflect two potential processes, (i) as we do not expect a uniform oil layer to be present through the full extent of the CAIS, the pattern of AOS contamination reflects the different locations of deposition. This is also supported by the visual evidence of AOSM in some sampling pits but not all. (ii) The geochemical signature is also degraded overtime after thousands of years of biodegradation, exposure, and reburial and in some areas could be masked by contemporary signatures from other contaminants and biogenic hydrocarbons from plant material. Due to the time elapsed since deposition, progressive burying, and the effects of biodegradation it was not likely we would see extremely strong uniform AOS-only signatures across the CAIS. This pattern of AOS signatures reveals that glacial processes eroded and transported oils from the very north of the ice stream to its southern limit. The geographical extent of the AOS geochemical signature we record here further supports the reports of oil sands in water well lithologs as far south as Calgary (as detailed by Andriashek, 2018). This study and the results of other sediment analysis work in Alberta (e.g., Andriashek & Pawlowicz, 2002; Paragon Soils and Environmental Consulting, 2006; Fleming et al., 2012; Andriashek, 2018), suggests AOSM was spatially extensive and could therefore have a conceivable impact on the sediment properties and subglacial processes occurring at the ice-bed interface during the Laurentide Glaciation.
5.1. Oil Sands Deposits and Geomorphology

There is an interesting question as to whether the pattern of AOS signature is linked to surficial geology and geomorphology in Alberta. Fig. 8 shows the pattern of increasing occurrence of an AOS signature in sediments coincides with areas of thick till deposits found in the north and south of the ice stream flow track covering Transects 1-2 and 4-6. Areas with lower AOS signatures coincide with regions of thin till cover through the centre (Transect 3) and most northerly transect (Transect 7). This is particularly apparent in Transect 3, which covers the Badlands, where there is a weak or absent oil signature in most of the samples. This is an area of thin till cover which has previously been linked to ice-bed decoupling or subglacial deformation processes by Evans & Campbell (1992) and Evans et al. (2008).

Areas of thicker till and increased AOS signature are found in areas dominated by depositional landforms inside of the ice stream limits. In Transects 4 and 5 there are a large number of moraine and crevasse fill complexes close to samples 4.4 and 5.7 which have high AOS contamination scores (Fig. 3 and Fig. 5). In comparison, the areas with less depositional landforms, such as Transects 3 and 7, which are dominated by streamlined forms, have a lower AOS contamination score. This suggests that oil-laden sediments were transported and not deposited through parts of the ice stream and so do not appear in the sediment geochemistry of streamlined bedforms. Therefore, the retained AOS signature may be linked to areas of deposition in the ice stream flow track. Work on crevasse squeeze ridges have previously suggested sediments from the ice-bed interface are retained in the ridges as flow decelerates (Woodward et al., 2003). Similar focussing of AOS signature in Albertan landforms may reflect such a process.
5.2. The Effect of Oil on Ice Flow Processes

The hydrocarbon geochemical similarity of the surficial sediments to oils in Northern Alberta demonstrates oil sands deposits were eroded and mobilised from the north, near the onset zone of the CAIS. Based on the surficial geology type of the province and the observations of bitumen in glacial sediment sequences by Andriashek & Pawlowicz (2002), Paragon Soils and Environmental Consulting (2006), Fleming et al. (2012), and Andriashek (2018) as well as this study, a glacial origin for the mobilisation of these deposits is most likely.

We hypothesise that as AOS deposits were exposed through gradual erosion of surface sediment and incorporation of subglacial meltwater, oil would be freed from the surrounding sandstone. The subsequent continual erosion would lead the oils to become mobilised within the till at the bed of the CAIS and travel along the ice-bed interface, before being deposited by slower-flowing ice or glacial meltwaters.

Existing work on the physics of interfaces has shown that oils such as the AOS can alter the surface chemistry and lubricating interface of surfaces and sediments (McCerery et al., 2021; Gordon et al., 2018). McCerery et al. (2021) showed that microscopic layers of oil are required to exert such effects on fine sediment particles. This therefore supports our second hypothesis that the incorporation of AOS at the ice-bed interface will have enhanced slipperiness. In the case of the AOS, the sediment is water-wettable and so incorporation of even small amounts of an oil into the sediment will create a lubricating water-oil interface, similar to the SLIPS system in the Nepenthes Pitcher Plant (Wong et al., 2011). These surfaces are highly water-shedding and slippery and would influence the physics driving basal sliding and deformation if they were to occur at the ice-bed interface. It is therefore possible to
envisage two scenarios whereby oil sands deposits with water-wettable sediment, could form slipperiness at the bed of the CAIS through erosion and mobilisation (Fig. 9).

5.2.1. **Macro-Scale SLIPS**

In the first scenario, a macro-scale SLIPS would form where the gradual erosion of the substrate exposes the oil deposits below the ice (Fig. 9a-c). As the oil is gradually exposed at the ice-bed interface, a SLIPS would form at the oil-water contact of the warm bedded ice stream. Based on the spatial distribution of oil deposits in the CAIS, it is likely that once exposed the oil is then partly mobilised at the interface before being deposited in parts of the ice stream.

At the ice bed, further water infiltration is impeded due to the hydrophobicity of the AOS, increasing basal water pressure, and enhancing glacier sliding. Here, an oil saturated layer at the ice-bed interface would act in a similar way to an impermeable bed. A similar process is proposed to have operated in the region due to the presence of soft clay-rich sediments which would swell when saturated and become locally impermeable (e.g., Evans et al., 2014, Clayton et al., 1985). The poor drainage in both of these cases results in an increase in basal water pressure which could result in localised ice-bed decoupling and fast sliding.

5.2.2. **Micro-Scale SLIPS**

In the second scenario, a micro-scale SLIPS would form where the slipperiness occurs between individual grains (Fig. 9d-f), rather than at the larger scale between the ice-bed interface. In this model the water-wet AOS deposits are composed of individual sand grains coated in a thin layer of water separating it from the oil. The oil and
immiscible water reduce the amount of solid contact between the individual grains, making them ‘slippery’. Under the pressure of an overlying glacier or ice sheet, and facilitated by delivery of water to the bed, this could create a microscale SLIPS with individual grains moving over one another because of the oil-water interface. If this is widespread, there is potential to create a hypermobile slurry at the glacier bed (similar to a debris flow), which would enhance basal deformation and drive fast flow of the ice above. This behaviour is even less stable than that of a dilated, deforming till, where the decrease in grain contact occurs through an increase in pore water pressure (e.g., Evans et al., 2006). In the micro-SLIPS case, till grain contact is already low (due to the presence of the oil and liquid film), and therefore requires less water infiltration and pressure to initiate the deformation process. A SLIPS hypermobile slurry is also analogous to Phillips et al.’s (2018) theory of deforming till liquefaction in response to icequakes. In Phillips et al.’s (2018) theory, the energy exerted on subglacial saturated sediments during a seismic event cause the sediment to become liquified in order to release the pressure of the intergranular porewater. This process, in the same way as the micro-SLIPS, promotes clast and grain flow which creates a “transient mobile zone” at the sediment bed, aiding soft bed sliding.

5.2.3. Implications of Models

These models are a potential explanation for why the position of the onset zones of complex and fast flowing ice streams coincide with the AOS deposits in Northern Alberta. The incorporation of oil sands into glacial sediment will inevitably influence the physical properties of the interface in the subglacial environment and therefore impact the location of fast flow. This builds on the existing mechanisms for fast flow and unstable behaviour in this region such as the deformation of soft sediments (e.g.,
Evans et al., 2014, Eyles et al., 1999, Clark, 1994) and adds a further sediment characteristic that would influence flow conditions.

The gradual erosion and mobilisation of oils through the bed of the CAIS will therefore have also influenced some of the surging behaviour. Due to the stratigraphy of the AOS deposits (Mossop, 1980), a constant supply of oil to the glacial environment would not be expected. As rates of erosion and deposition would result in cyclical exposure of oil sands and mobilisation at the ice-bed interface, a cyclical impact on glacier flow might occur. As oils are removed by erosion, resulting in fast flow, their subsequent deposition would result in a halt in this behaviour until new oils are exposed from the deposits in the north. These transitions between a fine-grained permeable sediment bed where no oil is present at the interface, and an impermeable oily bed when oil is exposed, would result in shifts in dominant flow regimes and temporal variations in flow speed. This would simulate spatial flow transitions from a permeable “sticky” sediment on the upstream end of ice stream flow to an oily “slippery” sediment downstream of the AOS where a shift in geochemistry and the presence of a lubricating interface occurs. Furthermore, the surface elevation changes associated with fast flow and ice thinning in the oily bed regions could have also influenced the ice stream positioning during deglaciation. The fast flow experienced in the CAIS may have resulted in fast thinning which could have contributed to the nearby ice stream positions, alongside other drivers such as proglacial lake drainage, changing thermal regime, and shifting of the ice divides (e.g., Ó Cofaigh et al., 2010, Margold et al., 2018, Norris et al., 2018, Utting and Atkinson, 2019), thus leading to the complex cross-cutting patterns.
5.3. Implications for Other Palaeo Ice Streams and Ice Sheets

Due to their proximity to the AOS, it is possible that the HPIS and ARIS also experienced enhanced sliding and deformation processes associated with incorporation of oils into basal sediment. The ARIS in particular operated directly over the AOS and therefore likely contributed to the erosion and exposure of AOS to the ice-bed interface of the ice sheet. However, as described previously, there are a number of conditions that need to be met in order for a SLIPS model to apply in the glacial system, such as (i) the primary sediment size, (ii) pre-existing sediment chemistry, and (iii) sufficient water delivery to sustain lubrication. It should therefore be noted that the Interior Plains also experienced ice streaming outside of the AOS limits, particularly in Saskatchewan (i.e., Saskatchewan River, Maskwa, Lac La Ronge, and Buffalo Ice Streams), that may not be related to the position of the AOS, nor do we seek to explain every ice stream position with SLIPS presence. The pattern of cross-cutting ice streaming is believed to have been initiated on soft sediment by subglacial deformation (Norris et al., 2018). The extreme reorganisation of flow in this region was attributed to shifts in spatiotemporal thermal regimes during ice sheet retreat, changing ice divides and an increase in topographic control associated with ice thinning (Ó Cofaigh et al., 2010, Margold et al., 2018, Norris et al., 2018). We propose that the chemical and physical micro-scale processes occurring within and between sediment particles at the ice-bed interface may also be driving some of the larger dynamics in the subglacial environment in the region surrounding the AOS deposits.

It is therefore likely that similar processes could have occurred beneath other palaeo ice sheets overlying oil deposits as well as in contemporary glacial environments.
where an oil or other lubricating substance is able to enter the glacial system. For example, in the Barents Sea loading and unloading of the Pliocene-Pleistocene ice sheets resulted in the tilting and rerouting of hydrocarbon stores and pathways causing hydrocarbon leakages into marine sediments (Fjeldskarr & Kjemperud, 1992; Fjeldskarr & Amantov, 2018; Løtveit et al., 2019). Glacial erosion during this period contributed to releasing oil from shallow depths of the hydrocarbon reserves and also resulted in release of gas hydrates (Kishankov et al., 2022). Erosion and uncapping of these hydrocarbon reservoirs by glacial action have resulted in persistent gas release and oil slick spots (Serov et al., 2022). It is therefore likely that changes to sedimentary basins could have mobilised oils and gases in other glaciated areas of hydrocarbon reserves around the world, both on and offshore. Visible oil seeps have been detected and mapped at outcrops along the coast of Greenland for example (e.g., Christiansen & Bojesen-Koefed 2021; Christiansen et al. 2020; Bojesen-Koefoed et al. 2007). The extent of these seeps suggest petroleum deposits are common in Greenland’s onshore sedimentary basins (Christiansen et al. 2021). However, these deposits have not yet been considered or explored in the context of glaciation and glacial mobilisation.

Further work is required to fully reject our null hypothesis that oil sands hydrocarbons at the ice-bed interface will have had no effect on ice flow processes. However current the geochemical results described here, and the physics principles of slippery surfaces means we also cannot reject our hypothesis that this oil will have enhanced slipperiness at the bed and the implications of this exerting control on ice streaming. To fully prove this paradigm, further work is needed to expand the suite of study sites and identification criteria used to diagnose sediment-SLIPS and oil-driven fast
flow. Locally more research on nearby ice streams to show that the AOSM was present in other ice streams in the complex flow pattern region of the southwest LIS would add support to our hypothesis that the ice streams in this part of the LIS were partly driven by the lubricating effect of the oils. Further geochemical analysis of ice streams beyond this area of complex flow to show a lack of AOS signature in sediments in neighbouring ice streams with more conventional flow patterns would add a further control and support our hypothesis that the AOS will have some effect on ice stream flow. This work has highlighted the role glacial erosion has historically played in mobilising hydrocarbons and how these hydrocarbons can impact sediment properties. This extends beyond the scope of the LIS and could affect or have affected glaciations around the globe where hydrocarbon reservoirs underlie glaciers and ice sheets. It would therefore be valuable to perform similar geochemical analysis on sediments from other sites close to hydrocarbon reservoirs such as sediments from the Barents Sea to look for similar erosion and fast flow processes.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we set out to test two hypotheses. Our results support our first hypothesis that naturally occurring oil sands hydrocarbon material was incorporated at the ice-bed interface of the CAIS, illustrated by the presence of AOS deposits detected across the full extent of the CAIS flow track. The pattern of deposition showed stronger AOS signatures with higher concentrations in the southern limits and east of Red Deer and Edmonton where glacial deposition and depositional landforms such as crevasse fills and moraine complexes dominate the landscape. The lowest concentrations of AOS contamination were found in the centre and most
northern limits of the ice stream where thin till cover and streamlined bedforms are more typical. This pattern of contamination may indicate a link between glacier erosion and deposition and oil sands incorporation in till. This is the first example of long-distance glacial transport of an oil at the ice-bed interface of an ice stream or glacier.

Existing principles of interface physics and the onset zone of complex and unstable fast flow in the former CAIS coinciding with the AOS deposits in Northern Alberta supports our second hypothesis that the incorporation of AOS at the ice-bed interface will have enhanced slipperiness. Here, we propose that the unstable and fast flow behaviour could be explained by oil sands incorporation into glacial sediment, as the widespread transport of oils with lubricating properties through the ice stream flow track would affect the conditions at the ice-bed interface. Two models of oil incorporation in basal sediments show that both enhanced sliding and basal deformation could occur due to the presence of an oil-rich sediment-SLIPS. In both models the creation of an oil-water interface lubricating the bed, would enhance sliding by reducing basal drag and driving basal deformation by creating super slipperiness between individual sediment particles (potentially forming a hypermobile slurry). This work highlights the importance of considering sediment geochemistry and the microscale processes occurring at the ice-bed interface for glacier flow instability. By furthering our understanding of the processes acting on the microscale we can better understand the driving forces of glacier sliding and basal deformation.
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**Figure Captions and Tables**

![Map showing ice sheet extent and ice streams](image)

**Fig. 1** (a) Extent of the Laurentide Ice Sheet, Cordilleran Ice Sheet and Greenland Ice Sheet during the LGM at 18 ka BP, from Dalton et al. (2020). Ice streams including the Central Alberta Ice Stream (CAIS), High Plains Ice Stream (HPIS), and Athabasca River Ice Stream (ARIS) (highlighted in the grey box), are drawn after Margold et al. (2015b). (b) Region of complex ice streaming in Alberta and Saskatchewan and the location of the CAIS in relation to the AOS deposits drawn after Auch (2014). The CAIS and HPIS are believed to have operated during the LGM, whereas the ARIS and cross-cutting ice streams to the east are deglacial ice streams or of unknown age (Margold et al., 2015a). Digital elevation model from © Geospatial Information Authority of Japan and Natural Earth and bathymetric model from General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO) grid.
Fig. 2 Map of Alberta showing the surficial geology and Alberta Oil Sands extent drawn after Alberta Geological Survey, (2003) and Auch (2014); the Central Alberta Ice Stream limits drawn after Margold et al. (2015b); and sampling locations on Transects 1-7 and exposures.
**Fig. 3** Map of surface and exposure sediment sample locations in relation to glacial landforms (drawn after Atkinson et al. (2014)), in the southern limit of the ice stream flow track.
Fig. 4 Field photographs and lithology of Exp 4. (a) The sampling location
(52°24′16.62"N, 112°12′13.31"W) south of Cordel and Transect 4. (b-c) Samples
were taken from two units overlaying a bedrock bump which is exposed at
approximately 6m; Exp 4(1) was taken from the upper diamict with Exp 4(2) taken
from slumped material below the bedrock outcrop. (d) Sediment log of Exp 4 showing
the sedimentological units, comprised of diamict and slumped reworked material
separated by outcropping bedrock. (e) AOSM in the form of small tar balls found
beneath the surface sediment in Exp 4(1). Sediment codes used in the exposure schematic are shown in Table 1.
**Fig. 5** Map of surface and exposure sediment sample locations in relation to glacial landforms (drawn after Atkinson et al. (2014)) in the northern limit of the ice stream flow track.

**Fig. 6** Field photographs and lithology of Exp 7. (a) The sampling location (53°23’46.29"N, 112°46’52.89"W) near Lindbrook on Transect 5. (b-c) The four sampling locations on the exposure. The contact between the two sedimentological units is highlighted by the white dashed line. (d) The exposure is composed of two distinct sedimentological units, both comprised of sandy diamict with clasts. (e) Laminations in the lowest sedimentological units. (f) Clasts are subrounded to subangular, decreasing in abundance from the top to the bottom of the exposure.
The sediment codes used in the exposure image are shown in Table 1. Although visual evidence of AOSM was not found in Exp 7, the sediment sample from the till was originally analysed in McCerery et al. (2023), where it showed a geochemical signature indicative of AOS contamination.

**Fig. 7** Field photographs of aggregated oil sands material (AOSM), highlighted by white circles, in sediment sampling pits. (a) Small accumulations of AOSM at the surface where sample Exp 4(1) was taken. (b) Larger accumulations of AOSM beneath the surface where sample Exp 4(1) was taken. (c) Dark bands of AOSM at the subsurface where sample 5.9 was taken. (d) Dark bands of AOSM at the subsurface where sample 6.6 was taken.
Fig. 8 Maps of key biomarker compounds within and outside the Central Alberta Ice Stream (limits identified by Margold et al., 2015b). Graduated symbol map of (a) the concentration of gammacerane and (b) 28,30-bisnorhopane of the total extracts, (c) Graduated symbol map of the AOS contamination score and (d) alternative contamination score.
contamination score. The AOS extent was drawn after Auch (2014) and the surficial geology from the Alberta Geological Survey (2013).

1. Macroscale SLIPS - water-wet behaviour

2. Microscale SLIPS

**Fig. 9** Schematic diagram of two hypothesised slippery scenarios at the bed of an ice stream or glacier due to oil-water interfaces. In the first model (a) water-wet oil sands deposits occurring within the basal sediments are gradually eroded by glacial action (b) exposing the oil to the ice-bed interface. (c) The water-wet nature of the sediment means it is preferentially wetted by water, resulting in an oil-water liquid-liquid interface and reduced water infiltration into basal sediments. In the second model (d-e), the oil sands deposits are water-wet and create a water-oil interface between the individual sediment particles, (f) under pressure from the overlying ice, the sediment bed forms a hypermobile slurry between the individual grains.
Table 1 Symbols and shorthand codes used to describe the sediment exposure lithologies. Modified after; Miall (1977), Eyles et al. (1983), Lee (2017), and Slomka & Utting (2018).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diamict (d)</td>
<td>^ △ ^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay (c)</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silt (si)</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand (s)</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravel (g)</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamination</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharp / Planar</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavy / Undulating</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erosion</td>
<td>- - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradational</td>
<td>- - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamict</td>
<td>D - - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamict - Matrix supported</td>
<td>Dm -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamict - Sand matrix</td>
<td>D - (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamict - Massive</td>
<td>D - m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand</td>
<td>S -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand - Massive</td>
<td>Sm -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fines</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fines - Massive</td>
<td>Fm -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 Biomarker and non-biomarker diagnostic ratio values used to calculate an AOS contamination score. All ratios were weighted equally and given a rank value of 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnostic Ratio</th>
<th>Value Range</th>
<th>Oil Contamination Potential Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Steranes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St29S/R</td>
<td>0.68-0.69</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St29I/R</td>
<td>0.68-0.71</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Terpanes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35αβ/34αβ</td>
<td>&gt;1.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gammacerane Index</td>
<td>&gt;1.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C24 Tetra/C30αβ</td>
<td>0.16-0.23</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hop</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dia/NorM</td>
<td>0.31-0.41</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29Ts/C29αβ Hop</td>
<td>0.57-0.71</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ts/(Ts+Tm)</td>
<td>0.22-0.26</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aromatics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI-2</td>
<td>0.71-0.78</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C27/C28 (20R)</td>
<td>0.76-0.84</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C26/C28 (20S)</td>
<td>0.36-0.42</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAS Dia/Reg C27</td>
<td>0.22-0.30</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 Biomarker and non-biomarker key compounds and diagnostic ratio values used to calculate an alternative contamination source score. All ratios are weighted equally and given a rank value of 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnostic Ratio</th>
<th>Value Range</th>
<th>Alternative Source Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Steranes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiaSt</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Terpanes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gammacerane</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aromatics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naphthalene</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methylnaphthalenes</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoranthene</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP/P</td>
<td>&lt;2.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fla/Pyr</td>
<td>&gt;1.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 1S Diagnostic parameter ratios used to calculate Alberta Oil Sands contamination scores

Fig. 1S Ternary and cross-plot diagrams of diagnostic ratio results from the sterane series; (a) Ternary diagram of the C_{27}, C_{28}, and C_{29} regular steranes abundance from the m/z 218 ion chromatogram. Depositional environment interpretational overlay from Integrated Geochemical Interpretation (p:IGI 3.5) software (modified after Huang and Meinschein, 1979). (b) Cross-plot of the Preg and DiaSt diagnostic ratios from the m/z 217 ion chromatogram. (c) Cross-plot of the St29S/R and St29I/R diagnostic ratios from the m/z 217 ion chromatogram. The red and blue circle annotations highlight the grouping of transects in the north (1-3) and south of the flow track (4-7) respectively. Alberta Oil Sands values from McCerery et al. (2023).
**Fig. 2S** Ternary and cross-plot diagrams of diagnostic ratio results from the terpane series; (a) Ternary diagram of the C\textsubscript{29}αβ, C\textsubscript{30}αβ, and C\textsubscript{31}αβ regular hopanes. Ternary plot from Graham & Midgley (2000). (b) Cross-plot of the 35αβ/34αβ and Gammacerane Index diagnostic ratios. (c) Cross-plot of the Ts/(Ts+Tm) and 29Ts/C\textsubscript{29}αβ hopane diagnostic ratios. (d) Cross-plot of the Dia/Norm and C\textsubscript{24}Tetra/C\textsubscript{30}αβ Hop diagnostic ratios. The grey circle annotations highlight the clustering of the Alberta Oil Sands samples. The red and blue circle annotations highlight the grouping of transects in the north (1-3) and south of the flow track (4-7) respectively. Alberta Oil Sands values from McCerery et al. (2023).

**Fig. 3S** Cross-plot diagrams of diagnostic ratio results from the PAH and aromatic steroid series; (a) Cross-plot of the TAS C\textsubscript{27}/C\textsubscript{28} (20R) and TAS C\textsubscript{26}/C\textsubscript{28} (20S) diagnostic ratios. (b) Cross-plot of the MPI-2 and %Rc diagnostic ratios with overlay from Esegbue et al. (2020). (c) Cross-plot of the MP/P and Fla/Pyr diagnostic ratios and interpretation overlay adapted from Ahmed et al. (2006). Alberta Oil Sands values from McCerery et al. (2023).